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A ratbag-free Year of the Rat 
Happy New Year to all of our readers. We hope you have had an opportunity to rest, spend time with family, and 

thank the person who came up with the idea of printing gridlines on the back of Christmas wrapping paper. Hopefully, 

2020 will bring some degree of calmness after a very discordant 2019.  US-China trade tensions have calmed for the 

time being, and Brexit is proceeding in an orderly fashion.  Fingers crossed both of these sources of uncertainty and 

breathless Tweeting recede as 2020 unfolds. 

Nevertheless, 2020 will have other uncertainties that people will need to put to one side and keep up the focus on 

what really matters. We provide some thoughts on some key risks on page 2. US-Iran tensions are high after the US 

killed an Iranian general and Iran retaliated by attacking US military bases in Iraq.  The US and NZ have elections 

towards the end of the year, with businesses usually turning cautious leading up to the election date.  And there is the 

key uncertainty of where to for Harry (born in the year of the Rat) and Meghan. Key NZ data should start on an 

encouraging note, with the Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion on Tuesday likely to reflect improved perceptions of 

the economic environment, as has the ANZ survey in its last two reads. 

Key events and views 

Key Insights Key themes for 2020     

Foreign exchange The NZD/USD is trading close to where we left it pre-Christmas. We see some NZD upside  

Interest rates Local swap yields 5-10bps lower compared to mid-December. We see some upside for yields. 

Domestic events QSBO, Building Consents and Electronic Card Transactions   

International events US and UK CPI, ECB Meeting Minutes, UK and US Retail Sales, Eurozone Industrial Production 

 

Chart of the Week: Following global yields  

If we were looking purely to the bond market as the sole source of 

guidance for 2020’s prospects, it would be giving a qualified thumbs-

up.  Yields have lifted over the past few months as global pessimism 

has abated and appetites have perked up.  Still, even the trading in 

early 2020 has had some rocky moments in this typical period of 

illiquidity.  US-Iran tensions and last Friday’s soft US jobs numbers 

have pushed yields down overall to date this year.   
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Key insights this week: Key themes for 2020 
 We outline 5 key risks to the consensus economic view. 

 Overall, we find more upside risks than down. 

 This leaves us with upside risk on the NZD and NZ interest rates in 2020. It’s worth thinking about hedging 

strategies, and we’ve outlined a few ideas here. 

 

This article was earlier released as an ASB Economic Note (see link). 

Summary 

Forecasting is wildly uncertain. Whatever your core view of the world, it’s worth thinking about the risk profile. As we 

round the end of the year, we put our heads together and thought about the thematics that could develop and 

surprise in 2020. 

Our top 5 risks are: 

1. Global rebound 

2. China implosion 

3. NZ economy returns to ‘rock-star’ status 

4. Regional rotation  

5. NZ credit crunch 

 

Overall, the risks above present more upside than downside risk to the NZ economic outlook, the NZD and NZ interest 

rates. Should upside risks dominate, NZ interest rates will move higher as the market contemplates eventual RBNZ 

rate hikes. The yield curve may also continue to steepen. Borrowers looking to hedge away some of this risk can take 

heart in the fact that, while well off their lows, both outright swap yields and forwards are at extremely low levels 

relative to history. 

  

Exchange rates generally front-run economic cycles. Thus, should some (or all) of the risks we’ve identified above 

come to pass the NZD would be the first to respond. For exporters looking to hedge themselves against further NZD 

appreciation in 2020, there is now less of a ‘premium’ to buy NZD forward than earlier in the year. A higher NZD 

would of course be a boon for the importer community. But rather than remain unhedged hoping for a higher spot 

rate, we’d suggest using optionality given market pricing for such is at extremely low levels.   
 

Baseline view – Slow and Low 
Our base case is for the NZ economy to remain in a slow ‘n’ low growth phase through the first part of next year. Our 

soggy growth profile, subdued inflation outlook, and the impacts from the RBNZ’s recent bank capital hikes are 

expected to see the RBNZ cut the OCR one final time in May 2020.  

From around the middle of the year, both fiscal and monetary stimulus is expected to drive a slow pick-up in GDP 

growth back towards trend. This turning in the NZ cycle is expected to bring about higher wholesale interest rates, and 

a higher NZ dollar (see forecast table at the end of this note). 

What about the Risks? Our top five  
That’s the baseline. But economic forecasters don’t have 2020 vision. Just as important for planning is a consideration 

of the risk profile. Below we highlight some of the key risks to our view, drawing out some implications for the NZD 

and NZ interest rate markets. Unusually for economists, we find more upside risks than down. 

Risk #1: Global Rebound 

Global growth has slowed. The IMF, OECD and Consensus Economics forecasts expect global/trading partner growth 

to soon hit the lowest in a decade.  And as the RBNZ (again) alluded to in November, this is expected to impact the NZ 

economy via trade, confidence, interest rate, and exchange rate channels.  

https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/Key%20issues%20for%202020%20-%20Dec19%20Final.pdf
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What about the upside? The global outlook could 

turn out very differently if the US and China 

continue to make headway in resolving trade 

differences. Even without further progress on 

trade negotiations, there are also tentative signs 

that global growth has bottomed. Recent data on 

manufacturing – the sector that led the downturn 

– are improving. The lift in the new orders to 

inventories ratio is particularly encouraging.   

The US economy in particular has been resilient. 

And let’s not forget 2020 is also an election year 

in the US and another fiscal boost could be 

unveiled. A strengthening outlook for global 

growth would see stronger demand for NZ 

exports and support the Terms-of-Trade.  

FX/Rates impact 

NZ financial markets are, rightly, reasonably sensitive to shifts in global growth momentum (see chart above). Further 

signs of a bottoming in global growth would be a clear positive for the NZD. This would be particularly so as it would 

complete a trifecta of positive fundamental drivers – with the turning domestic growth picture and commodity prices 

also supportive.  

Rather than drift up, there could be an abrupt adjustment as short NZD positions are unwound. Indeed, we’ve seen 

some signs of this occurring already. 

What to watch 

Global manufacturing PMIs, trade headlines, commodity prices, and credit growth indicators for signs central bank 

stimulus is having the desired effect.  

Risk #2: China implodes  

Forget Brexit et al, a meltdown in the Chinese 

economy remains the major global risk facing the NZ 

economy.  China is our major export market and is 

the largest export market for Australia as well. Our 

close-to-record terms of trade is linked to the 

fortunes of China, both as key source of demand for 

our exports and as a major supplier of the imported 

goods that have helped keep inflation low.  

 
We forecast GDP growth in China will slow to 5.8% 

in 2020. There are three main downside risks that 

could trigger a sharper than expected slowdown, 

spelling big problems for NZ (and Australia):  
 

1. China sacrifices short-term growth ambitions to 

more decisively pursue its reform and 

deleveraging agenda. This would have big 

implications for emerging market and global growth too. Previous deleveraging attempts have tended to be put 

on the backburner whenever the Chinese economy got into trouble. That is, China is having a hard time weaning 

itself off its reliance on credit as economy pump-primer.  Recent estimates place China’s total debt at over USD40 

trillion, around 15% of all global debt and over 300% of Chinese GDP.    
 

2. Any hiccups in transitioning from an investment-centric model.  Investment accounts for just under 50% of 

Chinese GDP and unlike most OECD economies is a larger share of GDP than private consumption. The top-heavy 
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investment-led approach has resulted in the inefficient allocation of capital and some dud investments.  
 

3. A break-down in trade negotiations. A ‘Phase 1’ deal is done, but more substantive concerns have not been 

addressed. A ratcheting up in geopolitical tensions as the US tries to cap the expansion of Chinese global influence 

could easily see protectionist sentiment resurface, potentially dampening China’s access to markets and export 

returns. 

FX/Rates impact 

A significant Chinese slump would see our terms of trade and export commodity prices take a hit. The associated re-

rating of NZ’s GDP growth prospects and OCR expectations would drive a significant fall NZD. A spike in global risk 

aversion would add additional downside.  

Our short-term NZD/USD valuation model can help provide some ballpark estimates of the magnitude of NZD/USD 

downside. A spike in the VIX index to levels around 40% (consistent with prior bouts of severe risk aversion) and a 30% 

fall in NZ commodity exports would carve around 10 cents off NZD/USD “fair-value”. 

NZ interest rates would also drop, with larger falls for longer-dated maturities (curve flattening). Partly offsetting this 

could be the impact of increased NZ Government bond issuance given the hit to the fiscal outlook. 

What to watch for 

Further slowing in Chinese credit growth would indicate the authorities intend to tolerate lower short-run growth and 

are indeed pursuing de-leveraging ambitions more forcefully. Sharp falls in commodity prices may also be a useful tell-

tale sign. 

Risk #3: The NZ economy returns to ‘rock-star’ status 

The consensus view is that the NZ economy will remain in a ‘slow n low’, growth phase for most of 2020 before a 

modest recovery kicks in later in the year. Sentiment measures have recovered, but remain consistent with sub-trend 

growth.  

There are plenty of positives out there though. The 

OCR and retail borrowing costs are close to (or at) 

record lows. The terms of trade are close to record 

highs. More people want to live in NZ than want to 

leave here.  There is also the possibility that the 

housing market heats up and its traditional 

relationship with household sector activity (and 

wider GDP) reasserts itself, boosting economic 

activity (see chart opposite). Indeed, our recession 

model confirms the chance of an impending NZ 

recession is reducing. 

Rather than hobbling along, there is the risk that the 

NZ economy accelerates in 2020.  Inflationary 

pressures would also surface earlier and hotter 

under this scenario, and the next move by the RBNZ 

would be a hike rather than a cut.  

Possible triggers for this acceleration include: 

 

 Fiscal stimulus. Sizeable investments in infrastructure and social spending are delivered. The HYEFU provided a 

taster, but with 2020 an election year, there’s a good chance we get another spend up in the May Budget. The 

fiscal impulse would swing firmly into expansionary territory, feeding the broader economic upturn.  

 The pulse of housing market goes from simmering to boiling over. Recent signs of improving conditions result in a 

flurry of New Year listings and the associated lift in activity drives national house price inflation into double-digits. 

And let’s not forget where housing activity goes, economic activity tends to follow.  
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 Wage pressures intensify. Back in 2018 we highlighted this risk, which to be fair has not emerged as quickly as we 

had thought back then. With some high-profile wage settlements having been achieved and with strike action 

looking more widespread, a broad front of wage pressure could emerge, supporting consumer spending and 

pushing up core inflation.     

 External tailwinds. Related to risk #1 above, the stabilisation in global growth could quickly shift into a policy-

induced global upswing. NZ’s Terms-of-Trade soar even further into record territory, translating into improved 

economic activity.   

FX/Rates impact 

NZ yields head higher and the curve steepens. There’s a relatively high hurdle to how high rates can go given the RBNZ 

already forecasts GDP growth to strengthen to 2.8% over 2020. For the market to give up on cuts and start pricing 

OCR hikes we’d need to see data point towards something north of this. 

Strengthening housing market activity could increase household borrowing and add a secondary layer of upward 

pressure on swap rates, given the associated demand for mortgage fixing.  

The NZ dollar impact is less clear cut as it will depend on whether the NZ economic turnaround is occurring as part of 

a synchronised global upturn (capping the extent of NZD gains) or if NZ is leading the pack (NZD/USD soars back into 

the 0.7000s). Given the dour Australian economic outlook, widening NZ-AU interest rate differentials would likely 

push NZD/AUD further towards parity. 

What to watch for 

Business confidence continuing to rise back to, and above, average levels, house sales and listings in the New Year, 

fiscal announcements.  

Risk #4 Regional Rotation  

It goes without saying that, in 2020, some regions (and sectors) will fare better than others. Indeed, our core view 

assumes four key regional dynamics will unfold: 

 

 The close to record Terms- of-Trade will strongly benefit regions with a strong commodity export focus.  

 The prospect of significant increases in government spending will likely provide a greater boost to Wellington and 

some regional centres (Northland springs to mind). 

 The hunt for yield will provide more support to regions with relatively undervalued asset bases. 

 Auckland will continue to underperform. 

But what if the tables were turned?  We are starting to see some green shoots appearing in NZ’s largest city and, no, it 

is not the result of too much rain. After a period in the wilderness, our ASB Regional Economic Scoreboard has shown 

Auckland rocket up the regional rankings. 

There are several potential catalyst for a further swing in momentum from the regions back to Auckland: 

 Historically-low interest rates will likely deliver greater benefits to regions with large debt exposures, like 

Auckland.  

 Work in preparation for the 2021 America’s Cup and the 2021 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit 

provides a greater than expected boost. 

 Australian ‘contagion’. Past research  highlighted the close link between NZ (particularly Auckland) house prices 

with those in Australia (notably Sydney). There is the likelihood that the strengthening we are now seeing in 

Australian housing markets filters through into Auckland. 

 A return to population growth in Auckland outpacing that of NZ in general.  

 

FX/Rates impact 

Strengthening Auckland housing market activity could increase household borrowing and nudge up swap rates in 

tenors where there is strong demand for mortgage fixing (typically 1-2 years). 

 

http://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/Minimum%20wage%20impacts.pdf
https://www.asb.co.nz/documents/economic-research/regional-economic-scoreboard.html
https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/Aust&NZ%20house%20prices.pdf
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What to watch for 

Auckland vs rest of NZ comparisons for housing market activity, including days to sell. A pick-up in credit aggregates. 

Regional readings for business and consumer confidence could be useful, although we are wary about putting too 

much weight on them. 

Risk #5: Credit crunch 

Levels of NZ bank capital are going up. A lot. The intent of the regulatory change is to make the NZ banking system 

more resilient to adverse shocks. We agree with the intent. However, our recent  research (see here) has highlighted 

the reasonable chance that the new regime delivers some nasty side effects, namely a material increases in the costs 

of credit and, even worse, a strangulation in credit growth. 

 

There are three key channels via which the capital requirements will affect the economy: 

 Increased cost of funds, particularly for sectors with high capital requirements.  

 Reduce the supply of credit to sectors with higher capital requirements 

 A change in the investment mix of the economy away from capital-intensive projects, towards residential lending.  

We’ve already allowed for a decent impact from the above in our forecasts.  Indeed, bank capital impacts are key in 

our call for one further RBNZ rate cut in May. But what if the impacts morphed into a full blown credit crunch?   

Bank capital impacts could be that much larger if 

banks are having troubling attracting funding. 

About two-thirds of funding for locally-

incorporated banks is sourced domestically. 

Deposit funding for banks could dry up if more 

savers shun (low- yielding) bank deposits en masse 

in favour of higher yielding alternatives.  

This upshot would be either higher retail interest 

rates, a cut back in lending (particularly capital 

intensive lending), or both. This would slow the 

economy.  Tighter access to credit would kneecap 

the NZ upswing we see emerging and would see the 

RBNZ aggressively cut the OCR. 

FX/Rates impact 

A credit crunch would widen the wedge between 

lending interest rates and deposit rates. Increased risk premia on NZ assets could push up swap rates and hamper 

supply of credit. Swap spreads would widen relative to NZ bonds and to offshore counterparts. The NZD would fall, 

playing its ‘shock absorber’ role.  

What to watch for 

The canary in the coalmine is retail deposit interest rates. If these move up swiftly, look out. Also keep an eye on 

credit conditions surveys (like the RBNZ’s) and funding spreads generally.  
 

Conclusions and Strategies 
If our risk analysis above is to be believed, there is more upside than downside risk attached to the consensus view of 

the NZ economy, NZD and NZ interest rates in 2020.  

Interest rates 
We are probably past the lows for NZ interest rates for most tenors. Should upside risks dominate, NZ interest rates 

will move higher as the market moves to price out prospective OCR cuts and starts to contemplate RBNZ rate hikes. 

The yield curve might continue to steepen if the global backdrop appreciably brightens.   

 

Even in this scenario, however, we do not expect yields to snap higher. We continued to believe there is a structural 
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(or long-lasting) component to low inflation. Medium-term growth prospects for the global economy (and by 

association real interest rates) face a number of challenges posed by demographics (notably population ageing) and a 

softer outlook for productivity growth.  

 

Fortunately, for those looking to lock-in their interest rate risk, outright swap yields and forwards (see table) remain at 

very low levels relative to history, providing attractive levels to add to cover. Outright NZ swap yields are well below 

our estimates of the neutral OCR (circa 2½%), suggest it is not a bad time to consider interest rate hedges. 

 

 

 

Nevertheless, we are also cognisant of some large (downside) tail risks out there, which if realised, will push NZ yields 

lower.  This suggests keeping some flexibility is prudent via leaving some interest rate exposure unhedged (i.e. moving 

to the upper end of policy limits) to cover against the unlikely event that yields move significantly lower from here.   

 

Foreign Exchange 
Exchange rates generally front-run economic cycles. Thus, should some or all of the risks we’ve identified above 

crystallise, the NZD would be the first to respond. Indeed, the near three cent increase we’ve seen from the NZD/USD 

already over the past two months reflects investors shifting their positioning from that of expecting ongoing weakness 

in the NZ economy, to something more neutral.   

 
Bloomberg consensus forecasts and the NZD 

forward curve are both relatively flat (see chart). 

NZD/USD forward points have actually fallen a 

reasonable way over the past few months as NZ 

interest rates have lifted more than their US 

counterparts.  This means that, for exporters 

looking to hedge themselves against further NZD 

appreciation in 2020, there is now less of a 

‘premium’ to buy NZD forward. Our CBA 

colleagues’ FX forecasts put the NZD/USD at 

0.6700 in the March 2020 quarter, which, on its 

own, suggests there is some value in forwards.  

 

We’d caution against betting the farm on a higher 

NZD though. We’ve all heard the old NZD adage “up the stairs and down the lift shaft”. The NZD tends to 

underperform anytime concerns about (particularly global) economic risks flare up. This suggests it’s prudent to either 

retain a portion of forecast revenues unhedged, or use options to enable downside participation. The good news is 

that, because of this year’s grind lower in implied volatility, the cost of hedging via options is particularly cheap at 

present.  

 
Upside risks present a boon for the importer community. But rather than remain unhedged hoping for a higher spot 

rate, we’d again suggest looking at options. These allow importers participation in any NZD appreciation, while being 

protected at a “worst case” rate. As noted above, option volatility is near multi-decade lows, boosting the appeal of 

options as a hedging tool. We also think zero-cost collars may appeal to certain importer clients given the favourable 

move in the volatility “skew” this year. mark.smith4@asb.co.nz  mike.jones@asb.co.nz 

Term Spot

3m 6m 1y 2y 3y 4y 5y 10y

1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.4

2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.5

3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.5

4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.5

5 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.6

10 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.6

Source: ASB, Bloomberg

NZ Swap Curve - Forward Start Matrix
Forward Period

mailto:mark.smith4@asb.co.nz
mailto:mike.jones@asb.co.nz
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Foreign Exchange Market  

FX Rates Current* Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias Support^ Resistance^ MT Bias 

NZD/USD 0.6636 0.6650 0.6615 0.6806 UP 0.6480 0.6720 FLAT 

NZD/AUD 0.9617 0.9575 0.9548 0.9445 UP 0.9400 0.9700 UP 

NZD/JPY 72.66 71.85 72.48 73.70 FLAT 70.70 73.60 DOWN 

NZD/EUR 0.5967 0.5955 0.5918 0.5905 FLAT 0.5810 0.6050 FLAT 

NZD/GBP 0.5079 0.5083 0.4907 0.5333 FLAT 0.4915 0.5200 FLAT 

TWI 72.9 72.9 72.5 73.46 UP N/A N/A UP 

^ Weekly support and resistance levels * Current as at 9.30am today; week ago as at Monday 5pm 

NZD Recap 
The NZD/USD is trading pretty close to where we left it pre-Christmas, just above 0.6600. Admittedly, this disguises a 

bit of holiday season volatility. In fact, the kiwi surged all the way to almost 0.6750 around the turn of the New Year, 

capping a very strong December (up 5%) and continuing the pattern of seasonal NZD strength in December.  

Notable mentions on the G10 currency leader board since Christmas include the GBP, at the top, thanks to a trouble-

free run into Brexit. In contrast, the AUD has underperformed thanks to snippets of uninspiring economic data and 

the impact of the devastating Australian bushfires.  This has seen NZD/AUD continue its rocky road higher over the 

holiday break.  

Globally, recovering sentiment towards the global economy remains the main theme driving currencies. This is 

sapping demand for ‘safe-havens’ like the USD and JPY and bolstering the appeal of commodity currencies like the 

NZD. An escalation in tensions between the US and Iran briefly interrupted this trend but markets appear to have 

quickly moved on. US stock indices have hit fresh record highs and market volatility measures like the VIX are back 

around multi-year lows.  

Near-term outlook 

Late last year we began flagging the risk of a higher NZD. We remain of the view that the currency is biased higher as 

we move into the New Year.  

The prospect of both the domestic and global economies turning higher around the same time is a clear positive for 

the NZD. NZ commodity export prices have also been on a tear, further bolstering fundamental support for the NZD. 

Our short-term valuation model, designed to provide an objective estimate of where the NZD/USD roughly “should” 

be based on its usual fundamental drivers (commodity prices, risk appetite and interest rate differentials), puts ‘fair-

value’ for the NZD/USD just north of 0.7000. 

Medium-term outlook 

We expect the gradual NZD appreciation trend to remain intact through at least first half of 2020, although our view 

of a still-strong USD is expected to cap the extent of NZD/USD strength.  The US election is the key risk to our FX 

forecasts over the coming year.  

We also expect the NZD/AUD to continue to appreciate over 2020, as the NZ economy continues to outperform that 

of Australia. This is reflected in our central bank views and hence NZ/AU interest rate forecasts. In NZ we expect only 

one more OCR cut from the RBNZ while in Australia we expect two more RBA cuts and quantitative easing. 

mike.jones@asb.co.nz 

 

  

ASB foreign exchange forecasts Sep-19 Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-23

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZD/USD 0.63 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.64 0.66 0.68

NZD/AUD 0.93 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.96

NZD/JPY 68 73 69 69 67 67 71

NZD/EUR 0.57 0.60 0.61 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.58

NZD/GBP 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.52

NZD TWI 70.2 73.8 72.7 71.8 69.4 70.2 71.9

mailto:mike.jones@asb.co.nz
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Interest Rate Market 

Wholesale interest rates Current Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias MT Bias 

Cash rate 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.75 UNCH UP 

90-day bank bill 1.24 1.28 1.20 1.93  UNCH/UP UP 

2-year swap 1.18 1.20 1.24 1.93 UNCH/UP UP 

5-year swap 1.31 1.35 1.43 2.18 UNCH UP 

10-year swap 1.64 1.67 1.77 2.63 UNCH UP 

10-year govt bond yield 1.48 1.53 1.58 2.34 UNCH UP 

Curve Slope  (2s10s swaps) 0.46 0.47 0.52 0.70 UNCH DOWN 

* Current as at 9.30am today; week ago as at Monday 5pm. Key UNCH = Broadly unchanged 

Market Recap 
Local swap yields start the year 5-10bps lower compared to our last update in mid-December, with the curve 

flatter. Yields drifted higher over the remainder of the December month, but declined in tandem with global yields in 

early January following the assassination of Iranian General Soleimani by the US and retaliatory missile strikes on Iraqi 

bases by Iran.  Longer-term local and US yields have subsequently lifted and global equities firmed after President 

Trump signalled he would not retaliate.  US Treasury yields then eased following weaker than expected US Payrolls 

data.  Given the paucity of local data, Australasian short-term yields were little changed over the past week, with a 

fleeting impact of stronger than expected Q3 NZ GDP data. Australian swap yields are little changed compared to mid-

December, with Australian 10-year government bond yields (1.25%) about 20bps lower than NZ counterparts. 

Near-term NZD interest rate outlook 
We have shifted towards a more neutral bias on rates relative to market expectations and have retained a mild 

yield curve (2s10s) flattening bias. Current short-term market pricing looks about right, with about 15bps of OCR cuts 

priced in over 2020. If the domestic dataflow continues to show resilience we could see NZ yields price out OCR 

cuts.  Local data, including tomorrow’s Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion (QSBO), card spending and housing data 

will be perused for signs of solid momentum after a lacklustre H1 2019. With our CBA colleagues expecting a 25bp 

RBA cut in February (about 50% priced in), NZ spreads with (lower) Australian yields are biased to widen.  

Local long-term yields are close to 50bps higher than their October trough, but the near-term outlook appears more 

balanced. Geopolitical risks could resurface, but downside risks to the global economy look to have receded. Yields 

should be supported by the signing of the “phase one” of the US-China trade agreement at the White House on 15 

January.  The UK looks set for an orderly Brexit on January 31 with the House of Lords likely to approve the EU 

Withdrawal Agreement Bill this week. Global data will be influential, with focus on Q4 Chinese GDP (mkt: 6.0% yoy) in 

light of last week’s 50bp cut in the reserve requirement ratio by the People’s Bank of China and the likelihood of 

further policy easing in 2020.  Yields are likely to remain more sensitive to downward surprises for CPI prints for the 

US, Eurozone and UK and US retail sales data this week.    

 

Medium-term outlook 
We expect a further 25bp RBNZ cut in May 2020, with the OCR on hold at 0.75% until a series of mild and gradual 

hikes from 2022 (OCR endpoint of 2.25%). The RBA is expected to cut the 0.75% cash rate by 50bps in 2020 (Feb, Aug), 

with the RBA cash rate at the 0.25% effective lower bound. The 1.50%-1.75% Federal Funds rate is expected to be cut 

by 50bps in 2020 (Jun 20, Sep 20). Low inflation, moderate global growth and negative (but receding) risks should 

cap NZ and global long-term interest rates at low levels. mark.smith4@asb.co.nz 

 

 

ASB interest rate forecasts Sep-19 Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-23

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZ OCR 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.50

NZ 90-day bank bill 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.8

NZ 2-year swap rate 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.7

NZ 5-year swap rate 0.9 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.9

NZ 10-year swap rate 1.2 1.8 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.6 2.0

NZ 10-year Bond 1.1 1.7 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.8

mailto:mark.smith4@asb.co.nz
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Domestic events 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

Market ASB  

NZIER QSBO, Experienced trading activity, s.a., Q4 14/01 10:00am - - 

Building Consents, Residential, Nov, %mom 14/01 10:45 am - - 

Food Price Index, Dec, %mom 15/01 10:45 am - -0.3 

Electronic Card Transactions, Retail, Dec , %mom 16/01 10:45 am +0.1 +0.2 

Business NZ PMI, Dec 17/01 10:30 am - - 

Business NZ PSI, Dec 21/01 10:30am - - 

 
We expect the Q4 NZIER Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion to 
confirm the partial recovery in business confidence already seen in the 
monthly ANZ survey over the final quarter of 2019.   Nonetheless, we 
continue to prefer the NZIER Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion, over 
the ANZ survey, as it has remained the more accurate predictor of NZ 
GDP growth in recent years.  In particular, we place strong emphasis on 
the QSBO survey’s ‘experienced trading activity’ which has been a 
fairly reliable indicator for the underlying trend rate of GDP growth.  
We will be looking for some improvement in experienced trading 
activity over Q4, but still expect quarterly GDP growth remained below 
its potential over Q4. 

Residential dwelling consents have lifted strongly over the past few 
years and on an annual basis nationwide consent numbers are at their 
highest since the mid-1970s.  The recent interest-rate induced pick-up 
in housing demand and house prices is likely to keep residential 
construction demand at high levels over 2020.  

A small seasonal fall is expected for December food prices, largely on 
account of lower grocery food prices. Quarterly food prices are 
expected to fall around 0.6% in Q4, and we will finalise our Q4 CPI pick 
after the food price data (either 0.3% qoq or 0.4% qoq). Strengthening 
global food commodity prices presents some upside risk to our circa 2-
3% annual food price inflation forecasts over 2020. Monthly rental data 
are also published at this time and should confirm a 0.6% to 0.7% 
quarterly increase in CPI rents for Q4, with stark regional contrasts. 

Both retail and core card spending posted strong gains in November, 
supported by the Black Friday boost for electronics retail and 
rebounding consumable, apparel, and hospitality retail. Electronics 
retail is expected to be quieter than usual for a December month, but 
other pockets of the retail sector should fare reasonably well. 
Anecdotes suggest that retailers were kept busy over the holiday period.  The strengthening housing market, low 
interest rates, higher wage growth and fiscal stimulus remain key supports to consumer spending. Retail sales 
volumes for Q4 look to be on track for another strong quarter as consumers convert improved optimism into action. 
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Major International Events for the week ahead* 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

Market ASB  

UK GDP, November, %mom  13/01 10:30 pm 0.0 - 

Japan Current Account Surplus, November, ¥bn 14/01 12:50 pm 1,425 1,700 

US CPI, December, %yoy 15/01 2:30 am 2.4 2.2 

Eurozone Industrial Production, November, %mom 15/01 11:00 pm 0.3 0.3 

UK CPI, December, %mom 15/01 10:30 pm 0.2 - 

Australia Owner-Occupier Loan Value, Nov, %mom 16/01 1:30 pm 1.8 - 

ECB Meeting Minutes 17/01 12:30 am - - 

UK Retail Sales, December, %mom 17/01 10:30 pm 0.8 - 

US Retail Sales, November, %mom 17/01 2:30 am 0.3 0.4 
*Originally published by CBA Global Markets Research on Monday 13th January at 9:52 am 

Already-released customs-cleared trade balance suggests Japan’s current account surplus remained large at ¥1,700bn 

in November. 

Australia’s housing market continues to recover and with it does the flow of lending for housing.  Lending for owner-

occupiers has recovered more than investors.  CoreLogic Dwelling prices rose a strong 2% in November and we could 

see a slightly larger lift in lending as a result.  We have pencilled in a 4% lift in home loan values with a faster growth 

rate to owner-occupiers compared with investors. 

The composite PMI and the sharp decline in retail sales volumes suggests UK GDP contracted slightly in November. 

US petrol (gasoline) prices eased by 1% in December and will likely cap headline CPI at 2.2%yoy.   Core inflation will 

steady at around 2.2%yoy because of firm wage growth. 

Already-released German industrial production data point to a 0.3% pick-up in Eurozone industrial production. 

UK inflation pressures have eased in the past few months.  The Bank of England expects headline CPI (currently 1.5%) 

to average 1.4% in Q4 because of ample spare capacity in the UK economy. 

We do not expect new insights from the Account of the ECB December meeting.  In December, the ECB made no 

monetary policy changes and maintained its open-ended accommodative easing stance.  The ECB also noted that 

downside risks to the Eurozone growth outlook have become somewhat less pronounced and confirmed a monetary 

policy strategy review will start in January 2020. 

UK retail sales volumes are expected to recover in December following the sharp decline in November.  The later 

timing of Black Friday and Cyber Monday may have overstated the decline in UK retail sales volumes in November.  

Over the medium term, positive real wage growth and favourable employment conditions will continue to underpin 

consumer spending. 

Black Friday-Cyber Monday sales in the US straddled November and December in 2019.  We expect a solid 0.4% 

bounce in ‘control’ retail sales in December that feed into GDP estimates. 
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Key Forecasts 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

ASB  NZ economic forecasts Sep-19 Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-23
<< actual  forecast >>

GDP real - Q% 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.6

GDP real - A% 2.3 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.7 2.4 2.6

GDP real - AA% 2.7 2.2 1.9 1.8 2.3 2.6 2.6

CPI - Q% 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4

CPI - A% 1.5 1.8 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.8

HLFS employment growth - Q% 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

HLFS employment growth - A% 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.6

Unemployment rate - %sa 4.2 4.1 4.4 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.7

Annual current account balance as % of GDP -3.3 -3.1 -2.9 -2.9 -2.8 -3.2 -3.1
    Q% = percentage change on previous quarter

    A% = percentage change since same quarter the previous year

    AA% = percentage change for year ending quarter since the previous year

ASB interest rate forecasts Sep-19 Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-23

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZ OCR 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.50

NZ 90-day bank bill 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.8

NZ 2-year swap rate 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.7

NZ 5-year swap rate 0.9 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.9

NZ 10-year swap rate 1.2 1.8 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.6 2.0

NZ 10-year Bond 1.1 1.7 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.8

ASB foreign exchange forecasts Sep-19 Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-23

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZD/USD 0.63 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.64 0.66 0.68

NZD/AUD 0.93 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.96

NZD/JPY 68 73 69 69 67 67 71

NZD/EUR 0.57 0.60 0.61 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.58

NZD/GBP 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.52

NZD TWI 70.2 73.8 72.7 71.8 69.4 70.2 71.9
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